**Skeptics Seminar**
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of this system," and Professor Rogers said, "I think that the faculty-student contact is very good at MIT. If it isn't, the fault lies more on the role of the students than on the faculty."

Professor Leged commented on the widespread practice of using university's "bibles" to write articles about experiments. He said, "I wasn't aware that much of this existed, but if a student really wants to learn, he should study the material on his own, and then go into the laboratory and try to find out what's going on."

**Dr. Edgerton Devises New Techniques for Shock Wave Photos**

Harold Edgerton, Professor of Electrical Measurements and world-famous strobe expert, has invented a new technique for taking photographs of shock waves. The procedure was developed at the MIT Electron Laboratory.

The equipment necessary to make the photographs consists of a small-volume, short-exposure electronic flash at the front of a camera and a black Schochelio screen. The screen is set up facing the camera, and the light from the flash is sent through the shock wave to the screen and reflected back to the camera. Any blurring of the light caused by the refractive effects of the density variations in the shock wave is prevented as a shadow on the screen, which is then photographed.

The advantage of this new system is that it enables the experimenter to photograph shock waves in the open, in broad daylight.
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And he dresses the part.
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3. **HANDCRAFT**
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**Winston Tastes Good...**

**Like a Cigarette Should!**

**Winston**

*America's Best-Selling Filter Cigarette*